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ABSTRACT

Marquise is a new interactive tool that allows virtually all
of the user interfaces of graphical editors to be created by
demonstration without programming. A “graphic~
editor” allows the user to create and manipulate graphical
objects with a mouse. This is a very large class of
programs and includes drawing programs like MacDraw,
graph layout editors like MacProject, visual language
editors, and marty CAD/CAM programs, The primary in-
novation in Marquise is to allow the designer to
demonstrate the overall behavior of the interface. To im-
plement this, the Marquise framework contains knowledge
about palettes for creating and specifying properties of ob-
jects, and about operations such as selecting, moving, and
deleting objects. The interactive tool uses the framework
to allow the designer to demonstrate most of the end user’s
actions without programming, which means that Marquise
can be used by non-programmers.

KEYWORDS: User Interface Software, User Interface
Management Systems, Interface Builders, Demonstrational
Interfaces, Garnet.

INTRODUCTION

One important goal of the Garnet project [6] is to allow
user interface designers who are not programmers to design
and implement the look and feel of user interfaces. The
Marquise tool is the newest addition to the Garnet environ-
ment, and it ties together all the previous tools, while sup-
porting, for the frst time, interactive specification of the
entire user interface.

In particular, Marquise allows the overall graphical ap-
pearance of the interface to be drawn, and the behaviors for
object creation, selection and manipulation to be
demonstrated.
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Unlike many previous tools which concentrate on widgets,
Marquise is aimed mostly at the main drawing window of
graphical editors where the user creates and manipulates
graphical objects with a mouse. For example, with Mar-
quise you can demonstntte how the rubber banding will
appear as you move the mouse, rather than having this as a
hard-wired, unchangeable component. Another important
capability in Marquise is demonstrating the modes of the
interface. Although “mode-free” interfaces are often
touted, all modem graphical interfaces are in fact highly
moded. For example, in most drawing tools such as
Macintosh MacDraw, a palette controls whether the next
mouse click will select an object, insert a text string, or
draw a rectangle, circle, polygon, etc. Other modes include
the current colors, line styles, and arrowhead styles for the
objects that will be created. Marquise provides an intuitive,
demonstrationat method for specifying the modes that con-
trol and are affected by an operation.

With Marquise, we have concentrated on providing com-
plete control of when and how the behaviors are initiated.
The primary innovations in Marquise are (1) the use of

special icons to represent the mouse positions while
demonstrating the behavior, so the designer can then
demonstrate what happens at those locations, (2) sophis-
ticated control over the locations where those events should
take place to begin and end behaviors, (3) a “mode win-
dow” to make explicit the modes of the interface that con-
trol the behaviors and values, (4) the formalization of
“palettes” to control modes and object properties, and (5)
the ability to interactively specify the attributes for built-in
layout operations and objects.

Marquise stands for ~ostly Automated, Remarkably Quick
user @terface software ~nv~onment. (1’ ‘marquise” is a
gem having the shape of a short, pointed oval with many
facets.) Marquise is part of the Garnet system, which is a
comprehensive user interface development environment
written in Lisp for the X window system. 1

l~e &met ~YStem is avaitable by anonymmrs ~. Alfiwgh ‘ar-

quise is not yet ready for distribution as this paper is being written, you

can get the toolkit, the Gilt interface boilder, and Lapidary. Send mail to

Ga met@ CS . cmu. edu for information.
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RELATED WORK

Previous design tools have shown that it impossible to in-
teractively specify the graphical appearance and behavior
of limited parts of an application’s user interface. For ex-
ample, many interface builders, such as the NeXT Interface
Builder, UIMX for Motif, Druid [8], and Gilt [7], allow the
designer to interactively specify the placement of widgets.
Peridot [3] allows new widgets to be created interactively
without programming, and Lapidary [4] allows application-
specific graphical objects to be demonstrated. Marquise
goes beyond these tools since it supports creating, editing,
and deleting of objects at run time, and allows the overall
behavior to be defined. DEMO [10] used the idea of
demonstrating the end-user’s actions that start a behavior
(called the “stimulus”) and then demonstrating the
response to that stimulus. DEMO II [1] added sophis-
ticated techniques for inferring constraints to control how
objects are placed or moved. Marquise uses the stimulus-
response idea, here called “train” and “show,” but con-
centrates on which high-level actions are appropriate and
the context of the stimulus.

Some previous systems have provided frameworks to help
code graphical editors. Unidraw [9] and many graph
editors (e.g., [2]) provide a standard set of built-in opera-
tions as methods, and the designer writes code to override
these methods for the specific application. However, none
of these other systems allow new behaviors to be defined
by demonstration.

USER INTERFACE

The basic windows for Marquise are shown in Figure 1.
There is a palette of objects that can be drawn, some
palettes for controlling the properties of those objects, and
a set of commands in a menubar. In all conventional inter-
face builders there are two modes: Build and Run, where in
Build mode the designer constructs the interface, and in
Run mode it is tested. Marquise adds two additional modes
to demonstrate behaviors: Train and Show. Train mode is
used to demonstrate what the end user will do, and Show
mode is used to demonstrate the system’s response to that
action. A different mouse cursor for each mode insures
that the designer always knows what the current mode is.

In Build mode, the static parts of the interface are drawn.
For example, the designer might add to the window some
widgets that should always be visible. Lines could be
added as decorations. Many applications contain palettes

that show which objects can be created, or that show
various values for a property (like color, line-style, etc.).
These palettes are drawn with Marquise in Build mode. In
Run mode, the interface can be exercised to see how it will
operate for the end user.

In Train mode, the designer operates the mouse and
keyboard in the same way the end user would, and then
goes into Show mode to demonstrate what the system’s
response should be. While in Train mode, the end-user
behaviors are operational, but in addition, the keystrokes

and mouse movements are saved. In Show mode, the
designer can create and edit objects exactly the same as in
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Figure 1:
The main Marquise windows: the basic object palette on

the lef~ the main work are% and the palette for controll-

ing the color and halftones for filling-styles and life-
styles at the bottom. The designer is creating an inter-

face with a “create ptdette” at the top containing two
types of nodes and two types of links. The node at the

lower right of the work window is selected. The Mw-

quise commands are in the menubsr at the top. The

“Constraints” menu allows graphical constraints to be
specified. The “Behaviors” menu atlows objects to be
declared as palettes, and displays the mode and feed-
back windows.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2;
(a) The icons that show where the mouse was pressed,

moved to, released, clicked (pressed and released in the

same place), double-clicked and double clicked and
released. (b) In Train mode, the designer pressed the

mouse down and moved, and then in Show mode, drew
a dotted line as the interim feedback. (c) Going back to
Train mode, the designer released the mouse butto~ and
in Show mode, deleted the dotted line and drew a solid

line.

Build mode, except that the operations are remembered so
they can be attached to the events demonstrated in Train

mode.

As an example, here is how the designer would
demonstrate that when the mouse button goes down, a
feedback dotted line should be drawn which follows the
mouse, and then when the button is released, the dotted line
should be erased and a real line drawn. First, the designer
would go into Train mode, press down the mouse button,
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Figure 3:
The feedback window for behaviors. At the top is a
pull-down menu of commands, then the name of the

behavior, then the objects that participate in the be-

havior, and tlmally the events and actions. Pushing on

the buttons displays a popup window of the other pos-

sible choices. Changing the option at the beginning of a

‘ ‘sentenee” will change the options available for the

rest of the sentence. An entire section of the window
can be selected and cut, copied, etc.

and move away from the initial press, Without releasing
the mouse button, the designer would change to Show
mode. The window will now contain two icons which
show where the mouse was pressed and to where it was
moved. Now in Show mode, the designer draws a dotted
line between the icons (Figure 2-b). Marquise infers that a
dotted line should be created on the down press and one
end should follow the mouse as it moves. Then the desig-
ner presses the mouse button somewhere on the back-
ground and switches to Train mode with the mouse button
stitl down, so the mouse release can be demonsmated. Be-

cause this second demonstration does not include a down-
press, the original down-press icon is retained. Next, in
Show mode, the desi~er deletes the dotted line and draws
a solid line from the initial down press icon to the final
button release icon (Figure 2-c). This entire behavior takes
less than 30 seconds to demonstrate, and very few new

concepts or commands are necessary, since the designer
already knows how to draw and delete objects in the editor.

If the mouse had been pressed and released in the same
place, then a click icon would be displayed instead of the
down, move and up icons. Double-clicking or double-
clicking followed by a move are also supported. To allow
modes to be changed while mouse buttons are being held
down and while the mouse is at a particular place, keyboard
accelemtor keys are used to change modes.

Marquise generalizes from the designer’s example actions
to create the user interface. Any system that tries to
generalize will sometimes guess wrong, various
mechanisms have been explored in other systems to show
the user what has been guessed, so that users can verify and
correct the inferences. Older systems, such as Peridot
[3] and Druid [8], required the user to confii each in-

ference, which can be disrupting and annoying. In Mar-
quise, a feedback window (Figure 3) shows the inferred
operation. The labels and buttons can be read as a sen-
tence, and the buttons can be pressed to pop up a list of
other alternatives and change the values. Since Marquise
appears to guess correctly most of the time, Marquise ap-
plies the inferred property immediately, and allows the

designer to verify or change it afterwards in the feedback
window.

ENVIRONMENT

Marquise makes heavy use of many features of Garnet.
Garnet uses a retained object model and a prototype-
instance object system. This means that there is an object
in memory for every object on the screen, and that any
object can be used as the prototype to make a copy or
instance. Since all Garnet objects are represented the same
way, there is a single mechanism for copying and creating
objects, whether they are simple rectangles or aggregates
containing many components. Therefore, Marquise can al-
ways generate appropriate code to create items for run
time, without having to know the types of the objects the
designer has drawn.

Implementing the behaviors that are demonstrated is quite
straightforward once they have been determined because
Marquise can create instances of ‘ ‘interactor” objects
[5] and fill in the appropriate atrnbutes. Each interactor

implements a particular kind of behavior, such as selection,
creation, moving, etc., and contains attributes to support
most of the popular interaction styles.

The object system supports constraints, which are relations-
hips that are declared once and maintained by the system.
Constraints are used to maintain the relationships among
the graphical objects in Marquise. Constraints can also be
used to connect application data to Marquise-generated in-
terfaces, or else application-specific call-back procedures
can be invoked when a behavior is completed.

Garnet contains a number of other high-level interactive
tools, such as the Lapidary tool for creating individual
widgets or objects, the Gilt tool for editing dialog boxes,
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the Jade tool for automatically creating dialog boxes, and
the C32 spreadsheet system for specifying complex con-
straints. Because all the tools use the same data structures
and fiie format for describing objects, Marquise does not
have tore-implement the functionality already provided by
those tools-it can concentrate on the global behavior. The
designer can have more than one tool operating at the same
time, and use whichever is appropriate for the current part
of the task.

FRAMEWORK

Mrtrquise is able to construct the interface from the
demonstrations because it has built-in knowledge of the
kinds of operations that are common in graphical editors.
This knowledge is part of the underlying Marquise
framework that supports the interactive front end. The
operations include creating an object of the type in a
palette, selecting objects, directly manipulating the size and
shape with the mouse, specifying properties of objects
(color, font, etc.) with a palette or property sheet, miscel-
laneous editing operations (deleting, duplicating, etc.), and
application-specific commands.

Modes

It is very common in user interfaces for different behaviors
to result from the same action, determined either by the
location of the initiating event or by the value of a global
mode variabIe. As an example of the first case, in
MacProject II for the Macintosh, pressing the mouse button
down will start text editing (if inside a box), select a box (if
at its edge), create a new box (if in the background), draw a
link between hvo boxes (if pressed in one box and released
in another), grow a box (if pressed on a selection handle),
or draw a link and create a box (if pressed in one box and
released outside). Designers specify these differences in
Marquise by demonstrating the different operations. Mar-
quise notices what objects are underneath the demonstrated
events (including the mouse release), so it can distinguish
the correct times to use the different behaviorx. The object
being used is shown in the feedback window, and the but-
tons there can be used to edit the choice.

In other cases, the selection of the behavior is determined
by the value of a global mode variable, which is set by a
palette or an external application program. To make these
modes explicit and visible, Marquise provides a mode
window, shown in Figure 4, which lists each mode variable
and its current value. The values displayed will change as
the interface is operated, and the designer cart directly edit
the values for user modes. When the value has a fixed list
of choices, these are available in a pull-down menu. To
make an interaction dependent on whether a mode has the
current value, it is only necessary to click on the check box
next to the mode name before demonstrating the behavior.
When a user action causes a mode to change, this can be
demonstrated by simply editing the value in the mode win-
dow while in Show mode.

The combination of the icons and mode window make the
control of the behaviors explicit and direct, In contrast,
DEMO II [1] uses multiple examples to determine in which
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situations the operations should occur, which we feel will
be more prone to errors.

Palettes

One of the important innovations in the Marquise
framework is the formalization of a palette, which is a list
of options, usually presented graphically. Each palette con-
trols a single value or mode. Since palettes are conven-
tional interaction techniques internally (i.e., they are
usually a list of buttons), their internal behavior (how the
user changes the current selection and what feedback
shows the selected objects) can be easily specified using
Lapidary or Marquise. The innovation here is the
automatic connection of the palette to the rest of the interf-
ace.

Marquise identifies two main classes of palettes: create
palettes and property palettes. A create palette contains the
different kinds of objects that can be created. For example,
the create palette for MacDraw II contains a selection ar-
row, strings, lines, rectangles, rounded-rectangles, ovals,
arcs, curves, polygons, and text fields. A create palette for
a CAD/CAM program for circuit boards might have a long
list of different IC types, plus wires, pads, etc.

I System Modes: I
w

The Created Ob~ect DASHED-LINE-4102
Wi

The Selected Object NIL
-

IUser Modes: I

Create Palette 1
I

:LINE

Line Style Palette Solid

Color Palette Blue

User Mode I :FRIENDLY I

Figure 4:
The mode window showing the defined modes and their

current values. The designer can click on the check box
at the left of a row to indicate that the next action

depends on the mode having the specified value.

Mo&s based on palettes change as the palette is
operated. Applications can also directly set a mode, and
one of the actions resulting from a behavior might be a
mode change.

A property palette contains the different values for a single
property. MacDraw II has a property palette for the filling
style at the top of the window, and property palettes for the
line style, font size, font style, etc. in pull-down menus.
Marquise supports palettes which are not always visible,
and a palette can even be a subset of the items in a different
widget (e.g., a section of a pull-down menu). In addition,
the list of choices can be dynamically changing, for ex-
ample, if the application has commands to read new
libraries or to edit the palette itself.
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There are two important distinctions between the two types
of palettes. First, the create palette usually enables dif-
ferent interaction techniques. For example, the selection

arrow enables selection, the rectangle enables dragging out
new rectangles, and the text string enables clicking to start
entering text. A property palette is assumed to only set
values of ~roperties and not to control interaction
techniques.2 Note that a create palette can enable various
kinds of behaviors, such as selecting and deleting, and not
just creating. The second difference between the two types
of palettes is that Marquise assumes that objects cannot
change type, so that selections in the create palette cannot
affect the selected objects. However, clicking in property
palettes usually changes the value of that property for the
selected objects.

Create Palettes. To make a create palette, the designer
only needs to draw the set of objects using Marquise or
Lapidary, select them, and declare them to be a create
palette using a menu command. Marquise will then add a
row to the mode window (Figure 4) showing the palette
and its current value. The designer would select the new
row in the mode window, click on each item in the palette
to put the system into the appropriate mode, and
demonstrate the desired behavior.

The create patette has some additional attributes which
control common features found in graphical editors. Some
of these can be demonstrated, and the rest are specified in
dialog boxes.

● In some palettes, when the user clicks on an item, that
sets up a mode so that the next operation will create the
kind of object represented by that item. This was shown
in the example above, and is the way that MacDraw
works. In other cases, clicking in the palette causes the
object to be created immediately (e.g., at the current
mouse position for a popup menu of choices, or at a
computed place if the objects are laid out automatically
by the system). Other times, objects are dragged off the
palette.

. After an object is created, some applications select the

newly-created object, some leave the selection un-
changed, others add the new object to the selection set (if
objects were selected before the create), and yet others
clear the selection.

. Sometimes, after the object is created, the mode of the
create palette will change. For example, in MacDraw II,
after creating a rectangle, the mode changes back to
selection (the arrow). However, if you double-click on
the palette, the mode does not change after creation. In
the original MacDraw, all object creation modes changed
back to selection except for text strings.

Propefiy Pa/ettes. Property palettes allow the user to con-
trol the value of properties of objects. Typically, the same
palette is used for specifying the global default value used

for newly-created objects, and for changing the property of
selected objects. The same palette might also be used to
show the value for the selected object.

To create a property palette, the designer only needs to
draw a set of objects representing the different values (for
example, the line-style items of Figure 5), and declare them
to be a property palette. Marquise then checks whether a
single property seems to change in each element (as it does
in Figure 5 and in most graphical property palettes), and if
so, proposes this as the property to use. Alternatively, the
user can specify the name of the property and the value for
each item of the palette.

, ““””’”””-,~’”/ / / /,..””

Figure 5:
After drawing this picture, the designer would select the

lines, and declare them to be a property palette. Mar-

quise would notice that the line-style chartges, and

would create an appropriate palette description.

Each primitive Garnet object describes which properties are
relevant to it, and the designer can add additional properties
for application-specific objects. Therefore, Marquise can
automatically guess which properties are probably relevant
to each type of object that is created. These guesses are
reflected in the feedback and mode windows (Figures 3 and
4), and if Marquise guesses wrong, then the designer can
adjust the values.

Some attributes for property palettes provided by Marquise
are

. Whether setting the property of a particular (selected)
object also changes the global default used when a new
object is created.

. If an object is selected that does not have the property
represented by the palette (e.g., if the palette is for the
font property and a line is selected), whether the palette
goes inactive (greyed out) or not. When there are mul-
tiple objects selected, whether the palette is valid if at
least one of the objects has this property, or only when all
of the objects have this property.

● When an object is selected, whether the patette shows the
value of that object. If more than one object is selected,
then the palette might show the value only if all objects
have the same value, pick the value of one of the objects

to show, show the global default value, or just be cleared
to show no value.

. If the palette does not echo the value of the property
when the selection changes, then the newly selected ob-
ject might get the current value of the property (as op-
posed to requiring another click in the palette after
changing the selection),

%s restriction could be lifted in the future if it becomes onerous, but

it is consistent with the txhavior of all editors we have studied.

Positions of new objects

Once Marquise knows which object to create, there is then
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the question of where and how to create it. There are two
possibilities: the position is computed automatically, or is
specified by the user with the mouse.

Automatic Layout. Garnet has built-in routines for list,
table, tree, and graph layout. These automatically place the
nodes, rather than requiring the user to specify a location.
Each type of layout has a set of methods for creating and
deleting nodes, and Marquise allows the designer to
demonstrate how these methods are invoked and how their
attributes are specified. Many previous systems have al-
lowed a designer to build custom graph layout applications
by writing code, but Marquise is the first to allow the look
of the nodes to be drawn and the editing behaviors (creat-
ing, deleting, editing labels, etc.) to be demonstrated inter-
actively.

FirsL the designer specifies which kind of layout is
desired.3 NexL the designer draws pictures to show the
graphics for the nodes (and the graphics for the arcs for
ttees and graphs). If these have complex internal structure,
then the Lapidary tool will k useful for drawing them.
The built-in layout algorithms have many attributes that
control the display, and some of these can be demonstrated
(e.g., the spacing and direction). The rest are specified in a
dialog box.

Next, the designer demonstrates the creation behavior.
Using knowledge of the type of layout in use, Marquise
tries to determine if the new object should be placed in
some relation to a selected object, or globally with respect
to all objects. For example, in a directed-graph editor,
there might be commands for “Add new child” and “Add
new parent. ” Marquise does not try to understand the
words in the command names. Instead, the designer would
go into Run mode and select a node, and then in Train
mode the designer would select the command. Finally, in
Show mode, the new object would be created with the cor-
rect relationship to the selected node.

In some cases, the new object’s position will not depend on
the selection, but rather on global properties. For example,
the new object might always goat the end of a list. In this
case, the designer would make sure that no objects are
selected before demonstrating the position of the new ob-
ject, and Marquise would try to determine the appropriate
place for the object. Alternatively, the position might
depend on some gIobal mode, so the appropriate row of the
mode window would be selected before the demonstration.
Usually, the position will be obvious (e.g., first or last), but
if Marquise cannot guess it, then currently the designer will
have to write a Lisp function to comput~ the position, pos-
sibly based on values in the mode window.

User Layout. Most graphical editors, however, require the
user to explicitly specify the position of new objects. The

sMar@~e ~mot fier a new layout algorithm. For ‘ex~Pk f a ‘ew

kind of graph layout is required, the designer has to program it in Lisp, but

it can then be used by Marquise-generated programs.
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example of Figure 2 shows how the simple case of a new
line can be demonstmted in Marquise.

It is very common for the objects to be constrained in their
placement, Marquise has built-in knowledge about grid-
ding, so this can be easily used in an application. A more
interesting problem is attachment. For example, an arrow
connecting the boxes in Figure 6 might always be attached
to the centers of the boxes. In an earlier article [4], we
discussed how Lapidary allows the arrow prototype to be
defined interactively with parameters that refer to the ob-
jects to which it should be attached. Lapidary creates con-
straints that keep the arrows attached as the objects move.
Marquise allows the designer to interactively show how
those parameters are filled in based on the designer’s ac-
tions. For example, look back at Figure 1 where a creation
palette is being drawn. To demonstrate the arrow creation
mode, the designer would select the arrow in the create
palette while in Run mode. This will change the value
shown in the mode window for the create palette mode
(Figure 4). The designer would then click on the check box
next to this mode, which tells Marquise that the mode is
significant for the next operation.

Assume that the arrow was defined so that setting the~rom
and toparameters with objects would cause the line to be
attached to those objects. In Train mode, the designer
would press down inside a rounded-rectangle, and drag out-
side. Then, in Show mode, the designer would create an
instance of the arrow with the shaft end inside the rounded-

rectangle and the arrow end at the % icon. Then, the
designer specifies that the rounded-rectangle corresponds
to the from parameter, and Marquise infers that it should
determine the parameter value based on where the mouse is
first depressed, and that the other end should follow the
mouse. Next, the designer demonstrates the mouse button-
up response by deleting the feedback line and creating a
new arrow between the two nodes. These nodes are
declared as the from and to parameters. In the future, we
will provide facilities for gravity so the designer could
specify that while the mouse is moving, the feedback
should jump to the attachment points of objects if they are
close enough.

Seleetion

One of the most important operations in a graphical editor
is selecting objects. Typically, the selected object will be
shown by changing its appearance (e.g., to reverse video)
or by showing “selection handles” around it (Figure 6).
Marquise supports virtually any graphical response to show
the selection. The designer simply draws an example of the
selection graphics (or if the object itself changes, the desig-
ner draws the object first in its normal and then in its
selected state). If the standard Garnet selection widget is
desired, then it is only necessary to go into Show mode and
select an object. A special line of the mode window shows
which objects are selected, and this value can be edited to
show whether the interaction being demonstrated adds to
the selection set, removes from it, clears it, etc. This
provides a uniform, intuitive mechanism for specifying al-
most any selection behavior. The designer can also specify
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aDelete

a

Quit

QBox 1

tz)Box 2

Figure 6:
llte arrows are constrai&l to be in the centers of the

boxes. Box 3 has “selection handles” around i~ which

show that it is selected, and the user can click on white
handles to move it or black handles to grow it. The

formula that computes the labels was hand-coded using

C32.

whether a different form of feedback is used when there are
multiple selections (as in Macintosh PowerPoint and
MacProject II).

Moving and Growing Objects

Demonstrating what commands cause objects to be moved
and grown works similarly to demonstrating how they are
created first, the designer demonstrates in Train mode
what user action causes the interaction to start, and then in
Show mode, moves or grows the appropriate object. Since
the standard editing actions work in Show mode, the desig-
ner would just use the Marquise move-grow selection
handles to demonstrate the behavior. Of course, if other
objects are attached to the moved object with constraints,
they will also move.

One complication is that often the object that the mouse is
over is not the object that should be modified. For ex-
ample, with selection handles, the user clicks on a handle,
but wants to grow the object underneath. Marquise knows
about this special case, and if the object the designer moves
is attached by a constraint to the object clicked on, then this
is reflected in the generated behavior.

Other Properties of Objeets

Many properties of objects are controlled by palettes, but
some are not. In some graphical editors, a menu command
or double-clicking on an object opens a property sheet or
dialog box with other properties. Marquise provides hooks
to pop up a property sheet or a dialog box created automati-
cally by Jade or interactively using Gilt. Of course, the
designer can specify which fields are presented.

Miscellaneous Editing Commands

Because Garnet uses a retained object model, there is a
standard format for all Garnet objects, Therefore, common
editing commands such as bringing objects to the top (un-
covered), sending to the bottom, cutting, copying, pasting,
deleting (clear), duplicating, and printing in PostScript, are
all provided. The designer simply demonstrates what ac-
tion causes it to occur, and then which operation is desired.
Note that unlike other frameworks that provide messages
that must be overridden by each application, the code
provided by Marquise for these operations can often be
used without change.

Semantic Actions

Naturally, many of the commands in a graphical editor will
invoke application-spedlc functions (sometimes called
“semantic actions”), Since these may involve arbitrary
computation, it is impossible for Marquise to infer these
from a demonstration. However, techniques like those
previously reported for Gilt [7] are used to allow the ap-
plication procedures to be independent of the way they are
invoked (from a button, menu, double-click, etc.) and
somewhat independent of the graphics. However, most
functions will want to walk through the graphical objects

computing values, so they will clearly have to look at the
graphical objects in the window.

If the result of the function is a change to the graphic ap-
pearance of nodes, then this can be specified demonstra-
tionally. For example, a “critical-path” command in a
graph editor might want all the nodes on the critical path to
turn red. The designer can bring up a property sheet on the
nodes, add an on-critical-path property,4 and
demonstrate that the nodes are black when it is NIL and red
when it is T. Then, the critical-path function would only be
responsible for setting the on-c rit i cal -pat h value in

each node. This makes the application function more inde-
pendent of the graphical response to its actions.

Semantic feedback can often be provided in the same way.
For example, Marquise supports highlighting of only those
objects that an object is being dragged can legally be
dropped into, as in the Macintosh Finder. Here, a function
could be called to set a particular property of each object to
T or NIL. Then, the designer would demonstrate the ap-
propriate color change when the node is over an object
which has the value T for that property.

Similarly, if the application wants to control which mode is
in effect, it can simply change the value of one of the mode

variables, and the designer can demonstrate interactively

what this controls.

EDITING

An important aspect of an interactive builder is how to edit
the interfaces after they have been created. It is easy to edit

%e Garnet object system allows propeties to be added to objects at

any time.
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the graphics, since they can be directly manipulated in
Build mode. For the behaviors, the feedback window of
Figure 3 shows the properties. When in Train mode, the
feedback window continually shows the name and
properties of the behaviors being executed, so the designer
can determine which behaviors are associated with which
events. There are also commands to list all the behaviors,
or all those affecting a particular object.

CONCLUSION

One of the important questions for an interactive tool is
what is the range of interfaces that it can create. Unfor-
tunately, this is very difficult to quantify, except by ex-
ample. Using the Lapidary, Gilt and Marquise tools in
Garnet, it is possible without programming to create com-
plete user interfaces like those in Macintosh MacDraw,
MacDraw II, PowerPoint, and MacProject II (which are
surprisingly different), as well as applications with various
kinds of automatic layout for nodes. Later, we hope to
expand the range of Marquise to handle gestural interfaces
(the Garnet toolkit already supports gesture recognition),
and those with 3-D graphics. We also plan to add support
for animations, which will probably make possible the
demonstration of various visualizations and video games.
Another addition will be to support defining constraints
among objects directly in Marquise, probably using
demonstrational techniques similar to Pendot [3] or Druid
[8].

Marquise is still under development. When it is more
robust, we will perform user-testing to see if the
demonstrations and feedback are understandable to both
non-programmers and programmers. After that, we will
release it for general use as part of the Garnet system. All
this will help show what kinds of behaviors it can capture,
and we will continually work to expand the range.

We believe that interactive, demonstrational creation of
user interfaces is easier, faster, and more fun than program-
ming. Many interactive builders have already shown that
dialog boxes and forms can be created interactively. Mar-
quise shows that direct manipulation techniques can be
used to generate the user interfaces of a much wider class
of graphical applications as well.
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